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Textile supplement for Systems by Création Baumann

Création Baumann’s innovative systems for interior shading are renowned for their technical ingenuity
and their diversity of textiles. The different systems for roller blinds, panel curtains, vertical blinds and
Roman blinds are becoming ever smarter thanks to integrated, virtually noiseless technology and special
fabrics, which regulate light and heat. In 2014 the range will be enhanced with new textile products and
intensive colours.

Roller blinds
Within the roller blind sector, “Cecilia R” brings freshness and lightness into the home. The colourful and
imaginative digital prints which feature tree branches, leaves, colourful flowers and butterflies spread a
spring like ambiance and also provide privacy. It is available in white or in anthracite, in roller blind widths
of up to 145 cm.
“Herba R” is a sheer and picturesque depiction of nature, with filigree twigs and delicate foliage. The
digital print is applied to the bottom section of the fabric generating a pleasing optical effect – even when
the roller blind has not been fully unrolled. The effect is particularly striking when several roller blinds are
positioned next to each other. Moreover, “Herba R” is flame-retardant and suitable for the healthcare
sector, i.e. medical and social environments, where interior surroundings make an important contribution
to the healing process. It is available in purple-blue and white.
The distinguishing features of “Basic IV UN R” are its antimicrobial properties, making it ideal for use in
the healthcare sector. The semi-transparent uni fabric affords good privacy and is available in 16 fresh
new colours for roller blinds up to 280 cm wide.

Three new designs and a large selection of colours herald diversity at the window from laser worked
textiles. “Rondo R” captivates with a large array of semi circles and its soft look. It is another 3D textile
which can be used for roller blinds. A functional and aesthetic solution which lets diffused light shine
through. It is available in two different underlying qualities with different densities and textures: it is offered
in seven different colour settings in “Sinfonia" quality and five colour options in “Fresco” quality. “Canto R”
is more masculine and graphic with a pattern of laser cut rectangles. The textile generates a delightful
light effect throughout the room. The sweeping lines in the “Dunja R“ pattern were inspired by majestic
sand dunes; the design is available in three different underlying qualities: in addition to “Sinfonia” and
“Fresco”, it is also offered in 14 attractive colour settings from the “Shade” range. All three, “Rondo R”,
“Canto R” and “Dunja R” are manufactured to custom specific dimensions to a maximal roller blind width
of 180 cm.

Vertical blinds
New to the uni sector are three different options “Sobria”, “Ramira” and “Protectinus”. “Sobria” entices
with superior textile properties and is available in a width of 12.7 cm, and in five natural colour settings.
“Ramira” is slightly denser and available in two widths – 8.9 cm and 12.7 cm. These vertical blinds are
ideal for the office and the contract sector as they offer outstanding protection against glare. “Protectinus”
features an aluminium vapour coating on the reverse, offering not only protection against glare and
intrusive stares but also an efficient control of heat ingress. It can achieve light and heat transmission
values of less than six percent. “Protectinus” is flame-retardant and available in a width of 12.7 cm.
New additions within the sector of laser textiles are “Rise V” and “Colin V“, two dreamy versions which
generate interesting light effects and movement at the window. “Colin V” charms with soft flowing lines
from laser cut stripes. “Rise V” is more muted but just as striking as its laser cut design of bloom like
shapes generates an interesting 3D effect which, depending on the selected setting for the vertical blinds,
lets soft light shine through. Both options are supplied on the established “Irolo” quality and available to
order from an extensive colour pallet of 34 colours.

Panel curtains
“Rose Voile” is a sheer curtain fabric which is also suitable for panel curtains. Opulent rose motifs hem
the textile to bestow an elegant look to interiors, whilst light shines softly through the panel. It is available
in two colour settings for a finished panel width of up to 120 cm.

Besides this supplement, there are a large number of curtain fabrics from Création Baumann’s extensive
collection which are also suitable for panel curtains. The selection ranges from unis in sheer to dense
qualities, from diversely patterned decorative to functional editions.

Interior shading systems provide the means for controlling the angle of incoming light and light intensity.
Moreover they impress with their functional properties, such as protection against glare and intrusive
stares or control of heat ingress. With the extensive collection Création Baumann demonstrates its
expertise in textile systems whilst continuing to add innovative and diverse solutions.

